It is the purpose of the present note to establish a more general result, which contains Gabriel's theorem as a special case. The proof will be based, partly, on methods developed in a recent paper of Z. Nehari [2] . Theorem I. Let (1) f(z) = 1/z + a0 + aiz + a2z2 + • • • be a function which is regular for 0< | z\ <1. Let (2) I lf(z),z}\ ^2q(\z\), |*| <1, where q(x) is a function with the following properties:
(3) (a) q(x) is positive and continuous for 0^x<l.
(b) The differential equation (2) is the largest possible.
The proof of the theorem will be based on the following two lemmas. Proof. We first note that both limits exist. Indeed,
which shows that w'(x)/w(x) decreases monotonically with increasing x. Since the limit -=o is excluded, the existence of a finite limit follows. To obtain the corresponding property of yix), we note that from (6) and the fact that y(0) =w(0) =0, vix)y'ix) -w'ix)yix) = (X -1) I pix)yix)wix)dx.
Jo
Hence,
In view of the monotonicity of y'ix)/yix), this proves the existence of lima,.,! y'ix)/yix). To prove that (9), moreover, implies the stronger inequality (7), we have to show that wix) and yix) remain bounded if x-»1. Since lim^i y'(x)/y(x) exists, we have y'ix)/yix) <M< °o for 0<xo<x<l. Hence
and a similar inequality for w(x). This proves the lemma.
Lemma II. Let w(x) be a function which is continuous, has a continuous derivative, and satisfies the conditions w(0) =0, w'(Q) ?^0. Then there is a positive number 5, such that, for r, 1 -5<r<l,
we have 
I »(z) ;
Re{zv'(z)/v(z)} is a harmonic function and takes its minimum on the boundary, so that if (15) holds for |z| =r, the same will be true for I z | <r. Hence/(z) will map | z| < 1 onto the complement of a convex region, if the condition
is satisfied for a sequence of circles \z\ =r" rr+i>rr, r,->1, provided e = e(r»)-»0 for r,-»1. Indeed, the maximum principle shows that (16) will be true for \z\ =r" and e = e(r,) with p<v. If we let p-►», it follows that (15) is satisfied for all rM and thus throughout \z\ <1. But, as shown before, this implies that the function /(z), normalized by (1), which is a solution of {/(z), z\ =2Xçi(z) does not map |z| <1 onto the complement of a convex region. This shows that the constant 2 in (2) is indeed the largest possible. The case treated by Gabriel, [l ], corresponds to qiz) =Co = constant. In view of the above, the exact value of Co has to be determined by the requirement that the equation y"(x)+Coy(x) =0 has a solution yix) such thaty(0)=0, y(x)^0 for 0<x<l, and y'(l)/y(l) = 1/2. It follows that Co is the smallest positive root of 2x1/2-tan x1/2 = 0.
